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Let H be the upper half plane and X=SL(2, Z)"H the corresponding modular
surface. Theory and experiment suggest that the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic
Laplacian, 2, on X, denoted by *j=14+t2j , behave in many ways like a random
sequence. In particular, for any A>0 the numbers A*j , j=1, 2, 3, ..., should be well
distributed modulo 1 (that is to say, there should be square root cancellation in the
corresponding Weyl sums). In this paper we show in sharp contrast to the above
that the sequence 2tj log(tj?e) is not well distributed modulo 1. This reflects a cer-
tain structure that the closed geodesics on X carry, precisely that the norms of the
hyperbolic conjugacy classes (which correspond to closed geodesics) of 1 are very
close to being squares of integers. This phenomenon no doubt occurs for all
arithmetic quotients X of H but not for the generic hyperbolic surface.  2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider 1=PSL(2, Z).
Hence we have that
*0=0<*1<*2<*3< } } } are the eigenvalues
(i.e., the point spectrum) of the hyperbolic Laplacian associated with 1 and
*j=sj (1&sj) with sj= 12+itj ,
so
*j= 14+t
2
j with tj>0, j=1, 2, 3, ... .
The WeylSelberg formula states that for 1=PSL(2, Z),
M(T )= :
0<tjT
m(tj)= 112 T
2+c1T log T+O(T )
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where m(tj) denotes the multiplicity of *j , which is equal to the dimension
of the eigenspace of *j (cf. [7, p. 142]).
This estimate follows from the Selberg trace formula by an appropriate
use of test functions, say h(t), g(x), where (as in every such application of
the trace formula)
g(x)=
1
- 2?
& h(t) e
&ixt dt,
h(t) is holomorphic in the strip |Im t| 12+=,
h(t)<<(|t|+1)&2&= in the strip |Im t| 12+=,
and
h(t) is even.
Then for the group 1 the Selberg trace formula states, that
h \ i2++ :tj>0 m(t j) h(t j)=I+E+P+H
where I is the contribution of the identity and E, P, and H, respectively,
are the contributions of the conjugacy classes of the elliptic, parabolic, and
hyperbolic elements of 1. Specifically,
I=
1
12 |

&
t tanh (?t) h(t) dt,
E= :
[R]
:
m&1
k=1
1
2m sin \?km +
|

&
e&2?tkm
1+e&2?t
h(t) dt,
where [R] denotes an elliptic class in 1 and m=ord[R]=2, 3,
P=PPSL(2, Z)=&
1
2? |

& {
1 $
1 \
1
2
+it++1 $1 (1+it)= h(t) dt
+ g(0) log
?
2
+2 :

n=1
4(n)
n
g(2 log n),
H= :
[P]
:

k=1
log NP
(NP)k2&(NP)&k2
g(k log NP),
where [P] denotes a primitive hyperbolic class in 1 and NP denotes its
norm.
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All series and integrals converge absolutely.
Iwaniec gives a nice presentation of the Selberg trace formula in [5].
The main result in this paper is the following.
Theorem 1.1.
:
N
j=1
e&2itj log(2tj l?e)=0(N34&=)
for each fixed positive even integer l as N   for every fixed =>0.
By our approach this is special to the coefficient 2.
On application of the trace formula it can be shown that N34 is the
trivial bound for the sum.
Without difficulty one can by partial summation and the WeylSelberg
formula derive Theorem 1.1 from
Theorem 1.2.
Re {- ? ei(?4) :cT 112tjc$T12 t
&12
j e
&2itj log(2tj l?e)=tc"T 12
for each fixed positive even integer l as T  .
This theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3.5 and
Theorem 1.3.
- 4? ei(?4) :
cT 12tjc$T
12
t&12j e
&2itj log(2tj l?e)=HT+O(T 14+=)
for each fixed positive integer l as T   where HT is the hyperbolic con-
tribution of the test function pairs below.
To establish Theorem 1.3 we will employ the Selberg trace formula with
the appropriate test functions.
Let , # C0 (0, ) be supported in (e, %e) where (1+log %)=32, ,0.
,1(:)=,(e:).
Let e(:)=exp(2?i:).
Define for TT0 ,
gT (x)=,1( |x|&log T ) e(:l cosh ;x)
where l=1, 2, 3, ... .
hT (t)=|

&
g(x) e&itx dx
In Section 3 it will become clear why it is necessary to set :=1, ;=12.
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2. THE TRACE FORMULA CONDITIONS
It is clear that our hT (t) is holomorphic in the strip |Im t| 12+=.
By a simple change of variable we have
hT (t)=|

0
,1(x&log T ) e(:l cosh ;x) e&itx dx
+|

0
,1(x&log T ) e(:l cosh ;x) eitx dx
=haT (t)+h
b
T (t).
Hence
hT (t)=hT (&t).
Clearly, hT (t)<<1 where the implied constant is absolute and, in par-
ticular, independent of T.
Let t=t1+it2 where |t2 | 12+=.
Integrating by parts three times we have
hT (t)<<
1
t31
, |t1|1,
where the implied constant is a function of T.
Combining the above two statements, we have
hT (t)<<(|t|+1)&2&=
in the strip |Im t| 12+=.
3. THE HYPERBOLIC CLASSES CONTRIBUTION
Consider primitive binary quadratic forms
f (x, y)=ax2+bxy+cy2, a, b, c # Z
(a, b, c)=1.
Let d=d( f )=b2&4ac.
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We will use |a, b, c| to denote such a form. Two forms |a, b, c| and
|a$, b$, c$| are called equivalent (in the narrow sense) if there is a
unimodular transformation # such that
_ a$b$2
b$2
c$ &=#t _
a
b2
b2
c & #.
Let h(d )= the number of equivalence classes.
Let D=[d>0 | d#0, 1(mod 4), d not a square].
Let (xd , yd) be the fundamental solution of the Pellian equation
x2&dy2=4.
Let =d= 12[xd+- d yd].
Let m(n) denote the multiplicity of distinct primitive hyperbolic classes
(NPn) in 1 with trace n3.
It is well known that
(NPn)=\n+(n
2&4)12
2 +
2
.
Theorem 3.1 (Sarnak [6]). The norms (NPn) of the conjugacy classes
with trace n3 of primitive hyperbolic transformations of 1 are =2d where
d # D with multiplicity h(d ).
Theorem 3.2 (Sarnak [6]).
:
[d # D; =dx]
h(d )=Li(x2)+O(x32(log x)2),
as x  , where
Li(u)=|
+
2 \
1
log t+ dt.
Lemma 3.1. Cosh( 12 log(NPn))=
n
2 .
Proof. The proof is immediate. K
Lemma 3.2. If :=1, ;= 12 ,
(A) Re[g(log(NPn))]=,((NPn)T), with l an even integer.
(B) Im[g(log(NPn)]=0, with l an integer.
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 3.1. K
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We now decompose
HT = :

n=3
m(n) \ log(NPn)(NPn)12&(NPn)&12+ g(log(NPn))
+ :

n=3
m(n) :

k=2 \
log(NPn)
(NPn)
k2&(NPn)
&k2+ g(k log(NPn))
=S1+S2 .
Lemma 3.3. For l an even integer,
Re S1=cT 12+O(T 14(loc cT )3).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2A and Theorem 3.2 by partial
summation. K
Lemma 3.4. S2<<(log T )(log(log T )).
Proof.
S2<< :

n=3
m(n) :

k=2
log(NPn)
(NPn)
k2 , \(NPn)
k
T +
<< :

n=3
m(n)
log(NPn)
(NPn)
:

k=2
, \(NPn)
k
T + .
If %e<(NPn)2T, then ,((NPn)kT )=0. For any fixed (NPn) we need only
consider
(NPn)
k  (%=) T,
k<<
log T
log(NPn)
.
Hence,
S2<<log T :
(NPn)cT
12
m(n)
(NPn)
.
The result now follows from Theorem 3.2 by partial summation. K
By Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 we have
Lemma 3.5. For l an even integer,
Re HT tcT 12 as T  .
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By Lemma 3.2B and Lemma 3.4 we have
Lemma 3.6. For l an integer,
Im HT<<T 14 as T  .
4. ESTIMATE OF hT (I2)
Lemma 4.1. hT (i2)<<1.
Proof.
haT \ i2+=|

0
,1(x&log T ) e \k cos h x2+ ex2 dx
=|

0
,1(x&log T )
(?2) i sin h(x2)
ex2d \e \k cosh x2++<<1,
by partial summation.
Similarly,
hbT \ i2+<<1. K
5. THE ELLIPTIC CLASSES CONTRIBUTION
Lemma 5.1. ET<<1.
Proof. This is immediate by the fact that hT (t)<<1 and the definition
of ET . K
6. AN ASYMPTOTICALLY EXPANDED INTEGRAL
In Section 7 we will need the following.
Lemma 6.1. Let h(s) be a real-valued, smooth function defined in
[a&$, a+$] such that h$(a)=0, h"(a){0, and h$(s){0 for s{a, and let
g(s) be a function in C 0 (a&$, a+$). Then
I(x)=|
a+$
a&$
eixh(s)g(s) ds
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has an asymptotic expansion
I(x)teixh(a)ei_(?4)
1
- x {
g(a)
- |h"(a)|
+c1x&1+ } } } +cnx&n+ } } } = ,
where _=h"(a)|h"(a)| and the cn are determined by derivatives of h(s) at
s=a of order 2n+2 and those of g(s) (always in the numerator of cn) at
s=a of order 2n.
This lemma, which is stated in [4, Section 30], is established by the
method of stationary phase (cf. [2]).
7. hT (t ) ESTIMATION
First we consider haT (t).
Let y=x&log T,
haT (t)=T
&it |

0
,1( y) #( y) eiFa( y) dy,
where #( y)=eiT&12e&12y.
Fa( y)=k?(T 12e y2)&ty
=t _2 \k?T
12
2t + e y2& y&
=t _2c e y2& y& ,
where
c=\ 2tk?T 12+ .
Lemma 7.1. Let - e k(?2) T 12t- %e k (?2) T 12. Set c=(2tk?T12)
and ,2(x)=,(x2).
Then
haT (t)=e
(?4) i (4?)12 ,2 \ 2tk?T 12+ e&2itj log(2tk?e)+i(k?2t)t&12+O(t&32) (1)
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if (2 log c) # [1, 32],
haT (t)<<t
&3 (2)
otherwise, where the implied constant is independent of c.
Proof. For each fixed c consider
Ic(t) =% T &it |

0
,1( y) #( y) eitFc( y) dy
where
Fc( y)=
2
c
e y2& y
F $c( y)=
1
c
e y2
F"c( y)=
1
2c
e y2
F $c( y0)=0 iff y0=2 log c
Fc( y0)=2&2 log c
F"c( y0)=
1
2
#( y0)=ei(k?2t).
Case 1. 1 y0(1+log %)= 32 .
Clearly,
Ic(t)=T &it |
y0+(12+=)
y0&(12+=)
,1( y) #( y) eitFc( y) dy.
Hence, by Lemma 6.1 together with the observation that F nc( y0)=12
n&1
and 0g( y0)1,
Ic(t)=T &ite(?i4),1( y0) #( y0) exp[itFc( y0)] } 2?tF"(t0)}
12
+O(t&32)
where the implied constant is independent of c.
Ic(t)=T &ite(?i4),1( y0) #( y0) e(ik?2t) exp[2i(t&t log c)] \4?t +
12
+O(t&32)
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But
2i(t&t log c)=2i \t&t \log t&log \k?2 +&log T 12++
=2i _&t log t+t \1+log \k?2 +&+it log T
=&
2?it
?
log \ 2tke?++it log T.
Hence
Ic(t)=(4?)12 ei(?4),1( y0) ei(k?2t)e \& t? log \
2t
k?e++ t&12+O(t&32),
where the implied constant is independent of c.
,1( y0)=,(c2)=,2(c)
Hence
Ic(t)=e(?4) i (4?)12 ,2 \ 2tk?T 12+ e i(k?2t)e \&
t
?
log \ 2tk?e++ t&12+O(t&32),
where for each c such that (2 log c) # [1, 32] the implied constant is inde-
pendent of c.
Case 2. 0< y0<1 or 32< y0 . Then there exists =>0 such that
[ y0&=, y0+=] & [1, 32]=, so that by the method of stationary phase as
presented in [2, Chap. 6] we have
Ic(t)=T &it |
32
1
[,1( y) #( y)] eiFa( y) dy.
But F $a( y) has no zeros in [1, 32].
For x=,
F $a( y0+x)=t(ex&1)
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implies
1
F $( y0+x)
\ 1e=&1+
1
t
.
F $a( y0&x)=t(e&x&1)
implies
1
F $( y0&x)
\ 11&e&=+
1
t
.
So, integrating by parts four times and considering c in the two ranges
0c 12 and
1
2c (in both ranges 2 log c  [1,
3
2]),
Ic(t)<<t&3.
Equation (1) follows from Case 1 and (2) follows from Case 2. K
Now we consider hbT (t).
Lemma 7.2. hbT (t)<<t
&3.
Proof. If we let y=x&log T we get
hbT (t)=T
&it |

0
,1( y) #( y) eiFb( y) dy
where
#( y)=eiT&12e&y2 and Fb( y)=k?(T 12e y2)+ty,
so that F $b( y)=(k?2)(T 12e y2)+t. Clearly, F $b( y) has no zeros in [0, ).
The result follows by integrating by parts four times. K
8. THE IDENTITY CLASS CONTRIBUTION
Lemma 8.1. IT<<T 14.
Proof.
IT=c1 |

0
t tanh (?t) hT (t) dt
=c1 |
1
0
t tanh (?t) hT (t) dt+c1 |

1
t tanh (?t) haT (t) dt
+c1 |

1
t tanh (?t) hbT (t) dt
=I 0T+I
a
T+I
b
T .
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Clearly, I 0T<<1 and by Lemma 7.2, I
b
T<<1. By Lemma 7.1(1) and
Lemma 7.1(2) we consider Case 1, (2 log c) # [1, 32], and Case 2,
(2 log c)  [1, 32], and decompose I
a
T in the obvious way,
I aT=I
a
T (Case 1)+I
a
T (Case 2).
Clearly, by Lemma 7.1(2),
I aT (Case 2)<<1.
I aT (Case 1) = |

0
t tanh (?t) H aT (t) dt+|

0
t tanh (?t) O(t&32) dt
= I a(1)T (Case 1)+I
a(2)
T (Case 2),
where
H aT (t)=e
(?4) i - 4? ,2 \ 2tk?T 12+ ei(k?2t)e&2it log(2tk?e)t&12.
It is not difficult to see that
I a(1)T (Case 1)&I
a(1)$
T (Case 1)<<1
where
I a(1)$T (Case 1)=|

0
tH at (t) dt.
Integrating by parts once in the obvious way and considering a finite
number of cases, it is not difficult to see that
I a(1)$T (Case 1)<<T
14.
Clearly,
I a(2)T (Case 2)<<|
c2T
12
c1T
12
tO(t&32) dt<<T 14. K
9. THE PARABOLIC CLASSES CONTRIBUTION
Lemma 9.1. PT<<T (14)+=.
Proof. Let K(t)=(1 $1) ( 12+it)+(1 $1)(1+it).
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We have to evaluate
&
1
2? |

&
K(t) h(t) dt=&
1
2? |

&
K(t) haT (t) dt&
1
2? |

&
K(t) hbT (t) dt
=I aT+I
b
T .
By Lemma 7.1(1) and Lemma 7.1(2) we consider Case 1, (2 log c) # [1, 32],
and Case 2, (2 log c)  [1, 32], and decompose I
a
T in the obvious way,
I aT=I
a
T (Case 1)+I
a
T (Case 2).
Using the fact (cf. [5, p. 221])
1 $
1
(s)=log s&(2s)&1+0(|s| &2)
uniformly in the angle |arg s|<(?&=), it is not difficult to see using
Lemma 7.1(1) that
I aT (Case 1)<<|
c2T
12
c1T
12
ln t t&12 dt+|
c2T
12
c1T
12
ln t O(t&32) dt
<<I a(1)T (Case 1)+I
a(2)
T (Case 1).
Clearly,
I a(1)T (Case 1)<<T
14+=,
I a(2)T (Case 1)<<T
&14+=.
Again using the above fact (cf. [5, p. 221]) and Lemma 7.1(2) and
Lemma 7.2, we have
I aT (Case 2)<<1 and I
b
T<<1.
It is not difficult to see that
g(0) log
?
2
<<1
and
2 :

n=1
4(n)
n
g(2 log n)<<T =. K
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10. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
Proof.
:
tj
hT (tj)=:
tj
haT (tj)+:
tj
hbT (tj)
=S1+S2 .
By Lemma 7.2, S2<<1. By Lemma 7.1(1),
S1= :
c1T
12tjc2T
12
H aT (tj)+ :
c1T1
12tjc2T
12
O(t&32j )+ :
tj  [c1T
12, c2T
12]
haT (tj)
=S (1)1 +S
(2)
1 +S
(3)
1 .
By Lemma 7.1(2), S (3)1 <<1.
Claim. The error introduced in S (1)1 by removing the ‘‘skirts’’ of
,2 (2tk?T 12) is <<T 14.
Clearly, S (2)1 <<T
14 and the eik?2tj term can be removed with error
<<T 14.
The proof now follows from the above observations, the claim, and
Lemma 4.1, Lemma 5.1, Lemma 8.1, and Lemma 9.1.
Proof of Claim.
H aT (t)=c1e
c2i,2 \c3 tT 12+ ec4ite&c5it log(c6t)t&12
\c7c3+ T 12 \
c8
c3+ T 12, \
c9
c3+ T 12 \
c10
c3 + T 12
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H aT (t)=c1e
c2iFT (t) ec4ite&c5i log(c6t)t&12
:
tj
H aT (t j)= :
c11T
12tjc12T
12
H aT (tj)+ :
c12T
12tjc13T
12
H aT (t j)
+ :
c13T
12tjc14T
12
H aT (t j)
=S1+S2+S3
By the WeylSelberg Formula it follows that
S1=|
c12T 12
c11T12
c1 ec2iFT (t) ec4itt12e&c5it log(c6t) dt+O(T 14).
Integrating by parts once, it is not difficult to see that S1<<T 14. The
case is similarly for S2 . K
11. AN OBSERVATION
It is immediate by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 3.6.
Theorem 11.1. For every fixed positive integer l,
Im {- 4? ei(?4) :cT 12tjc$T 12 t
&12
j e
&2itj log(2tjl?e)=<<T 14+=.
And it is easy to see by the WeylSelberg law that we have
Lemma 11.1.
:
cT12tjc$T12
t&12j tc"T 34.
12. EXTENSIONS TO OTHER GROUPS
In this section 1
*
will denote a discrete subgroup of 1 with finite index.
We will indicate how to extend our results to such groups with parabolic
contribution PT (1*)<<T
12&=, in particular, to the Hecke congruence
subgroups 10(q) when q is square-free.
We first establish the results that will be needed to support our conclu-
sions.
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Lemma 12.1. Let C1 be any conjugacy class in 1. Then C1 splits into at
most [1, 1
*
] conjugacy classes in C1 .
Proof. Let x0 be any fixed element in C1 . Clearly,
C1[#x0#&1 | # # 1].
Suppose C1 splits into more than [1, 1*] conjugacy classes in 1*.
Consider any C21 , C22 , ..., C2m such classes with m>[1, 1*].
Since C2i & C2j=,, i=1, ..., m, j=1, ..., m, there exist distinct #1 , ..., #m in
1 such that #ix0#&1i # C2i , i=1, ..., m.
Clearly,
C2i =[$#ix0#
&1
i $
&1 | $ # 1
*
]
i=1, ..., m.
By the Dirichlet pigeonhole principle, two of the #1 , ..., #m , say, #a , #b ,
are in the same right coset so that xa x&1a # 1*. But
(#a #&1b )
&1 (#ax0 #&1a )(#a#
&1
b )=(#bx0#
&1
b )
so that #a x0 #&1a is conjugate to #bx0#
&1
b in 1*. But this is not possible
since C2a & C2b=,. K
Theorem 12.1. The norms of the conjugacy classes of primitie hyperbolic
transformations of 1
*
are E2d where d # D with multiplicity m(d )[1, 1*]h(d ). Or, put another way, the length of the closed geodesics on S=1
*
H
are the numbers 2 log =d with multiplicity m(d )[1, 1*] h(d ) with equalityto h(d) when 1=1
*
.
Proof. This result follows immediately from Lemma 12.1 and the proof
of Proposition 1.4 in [6]. K
Theorem 12.2. Let S=1
*
H. Let 2 be the LaplaceBeltrami operator
on S and let 0=*0<*1*2 } } } *k316 be the first few discrete eigen-
values of 2. Set it1=(*1&14)12, ..., itk=(*k&14)12 so that 14tk<12,
then
:
[d # D; edx]
m(d )=Li (x2)+Li (x(1+2t1))+ } } }
+Li (x1+2tk)+O(x32(log x)2).
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1 in [6] we have
:
[d # D; 2 log edx]
m(d )=L i (ex)+Li (e(12+t1) x)+ } } }
+Li (e(12+tk) x)+O(x34xx2). K
Lemma 12.2. For any Hecke congruence subgroup 10(q) with q square-free,
we have
PT (1*)<<T
14+=.
Proof. By (4.6) on p. 538 in [3], we have
PT (1*)=\PT (1 )& :p | q 

k=0
log p
k=0
g(2k log p)+ d(q).
The result now follows immediately from Lemma 9.1 and straightforward
calculation. K
Remark. In order to insure that the overall proof outlined in previous
sections goes through for each 1
*
, for which PT (1*)<<T
12&=, we make
the following observations.
It is clear that Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 8.1 are valid in this section
without further comment.
It is well know that 1 only has a finite number of elliptic points so that
by Lemma 12.1 1
*
only has a finite number of elliptic points; so
Lemma 5.1 is valid in this section.
Lemma 3.3 follows from Lemma 3.2A and Theorem 12.2 by partial sum-
mation. The error term, however, will be O(T 12&=), which is acceptable for
our purposes.
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is reduced by Lemma 12.1 to exactly the same
proof given in Section 3 with Theorem 3.2 being replaced by Theorem 12.2.
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